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ART MUSICS OF THE ORIENT: 
Or the time for recognition1 

By: Amine BEYHOM* 

Tradition 
Zad Moultaka, a Franco‐Lebanese composer, wrote an article about the 

evolution of music. It was based on Darwinian and Lamarckian theories, and was 
particularly focused on the ‘The Betrayal of Maqām’. There he shakes down 
traditions and writes that ‘[…] as for the approach towards tradition, it is difficult to 
identify what applies to a connection with some sacred indisputable law which would 
relate to the notion of habit and would somehow be linked to some mental idleness or 
existential comfort. In both cases, the risk of suffocation is imminent2’. 

It is easy to criticise this opinion. However, it would seem benign should we 
compare it to Jules Rouanet’s racist speech where he said that ‘[…] the Arabian race 
[…] rejects every cerebral effort, every arduous task, every laborious thought as well as 
any hard to follow abstract suggestion’. Rouanet went on claiming that the 
arabesque is the3 main component of Arabian music4 and has a form of intellectual 
origin where an abstract idea is objectified through digits as a geometrical form! An 
essential characteristic of Arabian civilisation is either their incapability of following 
an abstract suggestion, or their inability of understanding abstraction. Furthermore, 
according to the same author, Arabian art music is ‘a composite art [… an] art of 
mystics, [… an] art of contemplatives, [… and an] art of fatalists5’. 

Whence does this negative and rather incoherent attitude towards this music 
come and how could such a much-despised tradition generate so much fascination 
from the people who so vehemently criticised it in the first place? 

But first, of which tradition are we talking about? Is it the oral tradition which 
passed from one generation to another, from master to pupil or is it the tradition 
which developed in the last century from a generation of musicians and pseudo- 
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musicologists? It would have been the same people who followed the 1932 Cairo 
Congress and enforced an absurd approach to music and musicology (taking 
advantage of an efflorescence of musical formation and notation) the only purpose 
of which being the ‘harmonisation’ of Arabian music through equal quarters of 
equal temperament tones6? 

Rouanet expressed himself in the context of the already late colonisation of the 
Moghrib, during the first quarter of the twentieth century, however, the thinking 
of Moultaka, which I believe to be sincere, leads us to question ourselves about this 
tradition presented in multiple ways, including with the officials in power in 
Arabian countries which are principally represented by what was rightly called 
‘conservatories’, and their teaching, but also with higher music institutions within 
public or state universities. 

As representatives of Arabian musicology, we should start by admitting our own 
errors. Until recently, in the history and origins of these musics, our own 
theoreticians were busy creating links with dominant musical theories from Ancient 
Greece, (Ibn Sīnā, al‐Kindī, al‐Fārābī, etc.) or from Occidental or Byzantine 
theories for more recent periods, not forgetting, of course, Turkish theories of the 
nineteenth-twentieth centuries. These links dimmed the musical brilliance of 
Saffiyuddīn al‐Urmawī whose theory was a transformation of Pythagorean theory, 
while his original idea questioned a fundamental argument already stemming from 
his predecessors as to how adjacent intervals connected to the fourth? 

Poor alternatives methods explaining maqāmian modality resulted in a teaching 
of music which by-passed the essence of Arabian music as it resides in the complex 
structure of its intervals. The following two examples will better clarify the problem. 
Up to now, the teaching syllabus for the ʿūd as taught at the National Higher 
Conservatory of Beirut focused for the first three years on studying major and minor 
modes and their instrumental7 transpositions. This recent evolution was nothing 
more than another step towards the annihilation of maqāmian specificities. It could 
be that musicologists moderated these radical positions and assured some 
authenticity, at least, for this theoretical teaching. Unfortunately, books of theory8 

refer to a global music taught as a prelude to a theory of Arabian music, being 
nowadays a substitute for Occidental theory. 
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Outside conservatories, and quite frequently in many recent manuals, 
references to the tonal system as being ‘natural’ that is born from the theory 
of resonance, are found. These references have cast Arabian modes into the 
category of ‘artificial modes9’ for the unique reason that their fundamental scale is 
not based on the major mode. 

What makes our musicologists more royalists than the king and what drives 
them to use these problematic definitions, whereas Western musicology learned 
some time ago to rid of old clichés about theories of tonality? Why insist at denying 
Zalzalism10 while holding onto defunct theories – to say the least – in the 
context of Near‐  Eastern music? There is nothing as closed as a closed mind. 

As musicologists of the maqām, a term which comprises all traditional musics 
and practices in the regions where practiced, we are responsible for its current 
decay both in its practice and its teaching. As Arabian musicologists, we have 
misled present generations, imposed incoherent definitions, reductionist 
theories, and encouraged the breakdown of traditional music, which in its 
current state surely cannot be taken as a reference for musicians who sincerely wish 
to learn and return to the sources  of tradition. As  musicologists  of  the 
maqām,  we have laid our horizon only towards Western harmony and equal 
temperament. Thus, we have strongly restrained our students’ and musicians’ 
horizons. 

Why did we fail in our educative mission; fail in our duty of transmitting 
knowledge; fail in elaborating theories and developing concepts that were supposed 
to follow the renewal of a tradition which we were meant to protect? 

The natural trend in a country such as Lebanon, would be to blame 
the ‘outsider’, to advocate accountability on a ‘foreign conspiracy’. It would be easy 
to say ‘it’s the Italians’ fault’. Poor Italians, who never had anything to do with it11. 

It would be too easy to accuse Western musicology for all the wrongs of Arabian 
musicology and thus absolve ourselves from our own responsibilities. 
Western musicology was built from tonal music. It clashed during territorial 
expansions which went along with the industrial revolution, with various 
different cultures which spread in countries which were on very low levels socially, 
economically and culturally. Western musicology tried to explain these 
‘weird sounds’ and incomprehensible convolutions of melodies in a blend of 
emotion, emergency and shock. 
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Within this context we can understand racial statements and reactions from 
Rouanet when he said it was not possible to describe music which  could not 
be  heard, or felt, and when musicians could not even describe it in a 
reasonable12 manner? I believe that Rouanet was a disappointed lover of Arabian 
music, a fervent admirer who found himself in front of a decaying culture 
and coped with it in the only way his culture allowed him, that is rejecting 
Arabian music and all that it represented13. 

Because Western musicology evolved rapidly, it is not surprising that it included 
incoherent affirmations about the Arabian musical system, starting with early 
attempts of moderns such as Laborde, Villoteau, Fétis and Chailley14 more 
recently. The latter was influenced by his Arab students and the revival of their 
postcolonial culture. He listened to a diversity of popular music through modern 
technology. He was only able to face this information fighting a rearguard action 
based on four truths. The first said that the heptatonic system was the reference; the 
second that diatonism, tonality and modality were only justifiable through the cycle 
of Pythagorean fifths, the third truth was the resonance theory; and fourthly that 
all exceptions15 to the former rules were explained via the phenomenon of 
tolerance16. It  is  only  normal  that  a  given culture tries to preserve its existing 
privileges, especially when opponents such as maqām musicologists do their 
best to prove and demonstrate the privileges of that culture with their own musical 
theories and traditions. 

Obviously, Western musicology could be blamed for its attempts at relating any 
world music to its system, even with incoherent theoretical demonstrations. Western 
musicology could also be blamed for pursuing the denial process pertaining to the 
influence of Arabian music onto European music, at least since the Middle 
Ages. Additionally, the everlasting criticism of the Zalzalian systems from 
ecclesiastic Oriental traditions on religious music in Europe, especially with 
the rise of Christianity. Finally, we may condemn reluctance of this 
musicology to admit common traits between popular European and 
maqāmian music, hence the condemnation of Orientalists and their rejection 
and belittling of otherness. 

However, in as much as Western musicology could be blamed it cannot be rational 
because it is the normal course of things. It is only normal that this musicology 
defended itself and analysed its own music, its own culture and not ours. For 
decades we have attempted at learning how. Despite, Western musicology has 
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been trying to get out of this frame and tried to understand and explain the 
otherness of foreign cultures through ethnomusicology, a very specialised Western 
field. 

Yet, this ethnomusicology which should in principle be concerned with extra‐ 
Western music including traditional or popular music is still struggling to define, 
understand and explain the art music of the Orient. 

There is one main problem with the relation of ethnomusicology to popular 
music which is considered to be last relics of live cultures close to the eradication of 
post colonisation. 

It may seem peculiar that the urgent need for preservation which should have 
protected the remaining musical cultures in order to shed light on some modern 
problematics, did not arise. From this position of a so-called classical ethno- 
musicology, the reluctance in studying extra‐European music from a diachronic and 
synchronic approach is certainly to the advantage of topographic and anthropologic 
thumbnails. 

Downplaying the whole scene with Bartok’s works followed by Braïloiu’s 
ethnomusicology, huge steps have been made towards applying special analytical 
methods of popular music in Europe and elsewhere. However, should these 
methods be appropriate for extra‐European art music, even if this tonal music were 
frequently neither systematised nor theorised? It is doubtful, especially when 
reading specialised17 works about Arabian music, speckled with errors, theoretical 
or historical guesses and even with inconsistencies. It is as if the physical and 
cultural distance encouraged the analytical approach to art music such as with Iran, 
India or China. 

However, prior to engaging in further easy criticism we should consider what 
Arabian musicologists have achieved to come closer to wide heptatonic modality 
groups to understand and be inspired by them? 

Not much, for sure. There are no known specialists for Indian or Iranian music or 
even for the neighbouring parts of the world such as Turkey, in any of our 
institutions, schools, conservatories; and for sure none in the Lebanon. How sad is 
this reality when the need to teach about these musics arises and when we look at 
Western studies and at all the references written for their understanding, and 
whenever these musics and maqām are related and may well have very sprouted from 
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the same stem. 
The contemplation of the musicological assessment of the Arabs during the last 

centuries is appalling. We have abdicated on our uniqueness; we ran away from our 
responsibilities and deceived all who waited foolishly for our encouragement to 
pursue the quest for the comprehension and the development of our music. Instead, 
we locked ourselves in a dominant/dominated scheme. Since the caliphs and the 
splendid Golden Age in Baghdad, the Arabian empire has absorbed the dominating 
cultures while fostering a synthesis of their music. The whole of this process resulted 
in what we call today Arabian art music. Then after, with the decay of the Arabian 
Empire while Ottomans were rising fast and until the end of colonisation, all we did 
was tagging along with others’ cultures and theories. 

Some would say that it is only normal and fair. However, under the Ottoman 
power, specificities for each music were preserved for they were much similar to the 
musical system of the Empire, whereas the cultural clash we find between harmony, 
equal temperament and art music of the Orient could not be overcome. Few 
characteristics of Mediterranean musical traditions survive nowadays. There were 
many such as monody, modality, Zalzalian intonation, verbal rhythmics, 
improvisation, heterophony and so on. Monody shrunk to the rare domains of 
Coranic recitation and some liturgical chants in a few churches where harmony is 
still unknown. Modality follows the path of tonal music where Zalzalian intonations 
disappear and are replaced with equal temperament tense diatonism. Improvisation 
survives in some sort of instrumental taqsīm mockery which repeats itself from one 
cliché to another. 

We may continue complaining about the status of this collapsed Arabian music, 
attacked from everywhere by modernisation, globalisation and neocolonialist values. 
This music is now sluggishly transmitted and learned as a habit or convenience. 

The most important point after this diagnosis that may be judged severe but 
meticulously put together, is to understand the way and means to remedy for the 
past and current errors, to find the tools and bring back to our students the desire 
and pride of their musical traditions. How may we, musicologists, contribute to the 
inspiration of our musicians, to bring before them alternatives for this modernity 
which is only an aspect of the cultural domination imposed by globalisation? 

At least we should be able to teach musicians what pertains to tradition and what 
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is disguised to look like it. This tradition which is barely within the reach of memory 
is slowly becoming unreachable. 

Memory loss is a revealing sign, a stigma of profound dysfunctional societies and 
traditions. 

An alternative musicology 
We might rightfully wonder why would any university, any musicologist or 

musician, would wish to engage with such poor musicology lacking of its own 
cultural references but which should at least propose alternatives to the decay of its 
traditional music. Fortunately, this equation is changing. In the last decades a new 
project has been rising steadily, a general musicology applied to all artistic musical 
traditions in the Orient. This came as a result of the de-cluttering of epistemological 
approaches to Western musicology, along with the emergence of a generation of 
native researchers having studied new approaches to traditions in the West. In 
addition, field ethnomusicologists have had a growing interest for art music. 

Native researchers started in-depth studies about the initial syncretism of music 
around the Mediterranean. They created more adequate tools and methodologies to 
emphasize the specificities of a given music in its tradition. This new line of work 
developed with universities (including in the West), musicologists, research centres 
specialised in other forms of art music (such as India, Turkey, Iran). All these efforts 
will contribute to the creation of analytical tools for these musics, but also for 
European monodic music, particularly Mediaeval and Ecclesiastical. This type of co- 
operation can also be undertaken with individual traditional musicians, notably of 
popular music. 

Efforts should be put in digitising, collecting and displaying via the internet all 
manuscripts related to maqām music, wherever these manuscripts may be. 

Oral transmission of tradition should be performed aided by technological means 
such as recorders. This would progressively dispense with the need for complex 
scores, which are obstacles to the creative reviving of this music. It is necessary not to 
forget ancient musical instruments, especially those which were replaced by Western 
instruments and others which are no longer trendy. Research followed by their 
making should put them back onto the musical scene. It goes without saying that 
training our future musicologists is an essential part of this whole revival process. 
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This proposed work program is a minimum that should be undertaken on a 
musicological level. We should train our students to use tested and proven methods 
of the West and inform them of the cumulated experience of Western musicology in 
all its aspects. Dialogues should be initiated to share opinions and experiences with 
musicologists in Iran, Turkey and India. We may help each other to better 
understand our musics. This is the essence of cooperation. It is time to work and 
place the specificities of Arabian musicology on the world panel, and the only way 
is persuasion which is only efficient through action and continuous quest for 
excellence. 

‘Lebanon, land of memories, full of shades’ 
(Maurice Barrès). 

Conclusion: The time of recognition 
The world of musicology is effervescent. Nowadays few disciplines are questioned 

as much, a trend that Jean‐Jacques Nattiez (2006), a reputed musicologist, recom- 
mended in order to blend cultural and historical particularities of  any musical 
practice, in which way the unity found in musicology can base itself on the unity in 
its musical practice. He also proposed that  ‘there are no reasons to oppose as 
incompatible, cultural‐historical specificities of a music and the quest for universals 
of music. 

This quote is symptomatic of a dominant culture which is used to think about 
universals, given that everything universal, normal in some sort, applies mainly if 
not exclusively to this culture. In the four most important categories of musicology, 
according to the same author, namely historical musicology, ethnomusicology, 
musical analysis and music psychology, many contradictions appear. One major 
sign is the absence of extra‐European musical traditions which seem to be cast away 
as a sub‐field of ethnomusicological research. What is certain is that the boundaries 
between these four categories are not sealed: should historical research remain 
uncoupled from musical practice and analysis, with extra‐European music, it will 
throw back the discipline to periods of sterile erudition and simplistic Orientalism. 
No boundaries between musics are sealed. Western music (and musicology) 
influenced extra‐European music and others, not to speak about mutual 
influences between different musics of the Orient. From this perspective, we 
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request a reconsideration of the concept of universals in music. Does the universal 
need to blend cultural characteristics? In this case, with what should it be blend? 
Within a general musicology resulting historically from one music, whose 
dominant traits are incompatible with the majority of the remaining music? 

These questions are among the many in need of answers. They shall lead the way 
to building a true generalist musicology unfolding in two branches, one historical 
and one analytical. The first would include diachronic systematism and the second 
would take care of all specifics and analytical available techniques. In this respect 
extra‐European musicology will assimilate the best of Western musicology and 
contribute to the elaboration of a general musicology where art music of the Orient 
would become a pillar and a reflective catalyst. 

I wish to propose another path dedicated particularly to my Lebanese 
countrymen as it questions the role of Lebanon in world culture. Can we continue 
to think ourselves as a hyphen, an intermediary between Orient and Occident? In 
this position, is it possible for a hyphen to bear a unique personality? 

With the title of this article, the time for recognition is up to us. Let us recognise 
the efforts and let us be grateful to masters who taught and advised us generously; let 
us be grateful to those who kept the tradition alive despite the difficult times and 
were able to transmit the tradition; but let us especially be grateful to this new 
musicology born from cooperating skills between Orient and Occident as this 
musicology will have much to do in the future. 
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END NOTES 
1 The original French article is an enhanced version of the author’s lecture at the colloquium ‘Traditions musicales 

au carrefour du systématique et de l’historique : prolégomènes à une musicologie générale des traditions’ that was held 
in June 2006 and published in 2007 in the Revue des Traditions Musicales des Mondes Arabe et Méditerranéen 
(RTMMAM n°1), publications of the ISM‐UPA, Baabda – Lebanon, 2007, p. 13‐26. This article is freely translated 
from this enhanced version by Rosy Azar Beyhom. 

2 Moultaka, October 2005, p. 67. 
3 Rouanet, 1922, p. 2937‐2939. He adds also ‘Arabian music is made from successive arabesques’, ‘In [Arabian] 

music, the arabesque is dominant’, ‘Arabian music is made from repetitions, like the other Islamic arts’. 
4 The influence of arabesque in Arabian music is questioned (see Mejri, 1998). 
5 Rouanet, 1922, loc. cit. 
6 See for example Bacha, 2000. 
7 See Rouhana, 2001. 
8 Even those of the conservatories. See Gholmieh, Kerbage & Farah, 1996. 
9 Hage, 2005, pp. 11‐12: ‘The tonal system is the best exploited system […] the reason being that tonality 

activates and “systematizes” the laws of the resonance theory which are carved in nature by the creator himself’, he 
adds that ‘Arabian modes comprise […] artificial modes’ which ‘comprise corruption in their constitution’ knowing 
that ‘in the natural modes, the octave is divided into 7 intervals (5 tones and 2 diatonic semi‐tones) with ‘always an 
exact interval of fifth between the 1st and the 5th degree’. 

10 Zalzalian intervals are so called in relation with Mansụ̄ r Zalzal, ‘ūd player in the second half of the 8th  
Century. The Zalzalian adjective corresponds to every interval outside the strict semi‐tonal frame, especially the 
slightly augmented second (approximately 5/4 of the tone) in the ḥijāz tetrachord or any other odd multiple of the 
approximate quarter tone (such as thirds, fourths, fifths whether neutral or slightly augmented or diminished). 

11 This paper was written before the war of summer 2006 in Lebanon. Of course, things have changed both on 
political and musicological levels. 

12 Understandable by Westerners. 
13 Let us not forget the reactions of some musicians and musicologists to extra‐European music and cite for 

example Schaeffner, 1994, p. 13, and most specially Berlioz, 1862, p. 278‐279, 284: ‘[Chinese people] have a music 
that we find abominable, excruciating. They sing like dogs yawning, like cats throwing up when they eat a bone; the 
instruments they use to accompany their singing seem to us true torture instruments.’ Rouanet’s comments aren’t less 
terrible, since he listened to authentic Arabian music and notated it at some point. 

14 See Chailley, 1967 (reed. 1996), 1985 and 1996. 
15 Exceptions to these rules would be the hundreds of scales (see Beyhom, 2003), the various divisions of the 

octave that exist in the world and which do not correspond in theory or in practice to the tense diatonic scales. 
16 Some Western musicologists think that Chailley’s theories have expired and are not worthy to be quoted 

anymore. This attitude does not take into account the fascination that Arabian musicologists have towards 
Chailley’s writings, in which he proposes plenty of definitions and explications to various musical phenomena. 
Furthermore, Chailley’s books have been published a while ago and are available while new and recent studies are 
limited in the West to some specialised musicological periodicals and do not reach the Arab world. 

17 Such as Christian Poché, Amnon Shiloah whose writings contain factual errors. For the first, pretending in 
the New Grove (Poché, 2001, ‘‘ūd’, Vol. 26, pp. 25-31) that Rabih Abou-Khalil was the first to play jazz on the ‘ūd 
while Ahmad Abdul-Malik was the first to do that about thirty years earlier (see Abdul-Malik, 1958 and Beyhom, 
2007). Shiloah made some errors in his translation of al-Kātib (Shiloah, 1972), especially in calculating the fret 
emplacement. Other errors appear in his book “La musique dans le monde de l’Islam” [Shiloah, 2002 (1995)] 
especially when citing Mashāqa’s degrees for a double-octave (p. 252). For comments of this matter, see Beyhom, 
2005, p. 85, footnote no. 3, and Poché, 2001 cited at the beginning of this note. 
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